
AT A GLANCE 

Microsoft 365 (M365) is enabling businesses across the
world, its cloud-first approach enables new, modern
working methods in a post pandemic world where the
work environment has changed forever.  
Today our business needs to be able to work from
anywhere, anytime, on any device and do so securely
and safely.

DESCRIPTION

WHY CUBESYS

We are your partner in cloud

digitisation. We enable your cloud

computing success through world

class guidance, strategy & support. 

Our innovative solutions, maximise

your organisations efficiency.

Microsoft 365

Microsoft 365 has a bewildering
array of capabilities, which just
keep expanding. Leveraging the
best options for business is never
ending journey. cubesys Microsoft
managed services provides you
with an experienced companion
for that journey.  

Working either alongside your
existing IT team or fully managed
options, cubesys skilled
consultants help you realise the
benefits of Microsoft, lowering
costs and improving IT services.   

MANAGED SERVICES

cubesys team of End-User Compute experts bring
together hundreds of years of experience from a wide
variety of backgrounds. True to our Mission Statement
we work to democratise IT services, bringing enterprise
class cloud solutions to companies of all sizes. We use
automation and repeatable IP to get the best from your
Microsoft 365 investment, so you can focus on your
end-users and your business success. 

Having helped our clients adopt Office365, EM+S and
Windows 10\11 since it's inception. Our experienced experts
have all the right knowledge to help you:

Target Microsoft workloads for your business

Plan user adoption

Manage costs

Automate workflows 

Maintain security posture

Roadmap the enablement of new capabilities

1300 163 712

sales@cubesys.com.au 

www.cubesys.com.au

For further discounts and benefits ask the cubesys team about our CSP offers! 

Stay successful with Microsoft 365

Need end-user support, cyber aware training,
Microsoft licensing, or application packaging

services? 
 

cubesys offer a full range of services to support
our clients Microsoft 365 environments. 

MICROSOFT CERTIFIED

Managed Microsoft

GOLD Partner

100+
M365 projects and counting 


